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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2092-He still had a pretty positive worldview, values, and 
a healthy philosophy on life. 

David could not do things that would harm others and benefit himself. 

Especially when it involved countless creatures in Star Kingdom. 

If he did that, he would never be at ease and would be forever condemned by his 
conscience. 

Seeing that David was silent, Azul continued, “David, you have to think clearly. The lives 
of countless humans in Star Kingdom are in your hands. If the Feather family comes 
here, Star Kingdom will definitely be wiped out. Don’t doubt what I said, as you can’t 
afford to bet on this. Of course, I can’t afford to gamble like this either, so the best 
approach is for us to reach an agreement as this will be good for everyone.”novelxo 

David still did not speak because he had not thought of how to solve the immediate 
problem. 

Should he kill Azul or not? 

If he killed Azul, what if it turned out he was not lying? 

However, if David did not kill him, who could guarantee that Azul would not come back 
for revenge after he had suffered such a big loss in Star Kingdom? 

Neither option was safe. 

Azul glanced at David, and finally added, “David, you better think long and hard! Don’t 
do something that you will regret for the rest of your life, and don’t make yourself a 
sinner of Star Kingdom, get reviled by countless human beings, and suffer having a bad 
reputation forever.” 

After saying this, Azul ignored David, turned around, and looked at Eira and her sisters. 

“M-Master! Are you… Are you okay?” The four sisters looked at Azul with tears in their 
eyes. 

They never thought that their master would encounter such a catastrophe in this small 
level 7 civilization the moment he woke up.novëxo 

It was all that punk David’s fault. 

If not for him, how would their master suffer such a serious injury? 



“You have been with me for so many years and you have done a lot for me. It is all 
thanks to you that I can wake up this time. I will remember everything in my heart and 
never forget it,” Azul said seriously. 

“Master! It is an honor for us to be your slaves. From the moment we started following 
you, our lives no longer belong to us, but to you. At the same time, we look forward to 
dedicating everything to you and becoming with you one day. Now, the opportunity has 
finally come, so Master, please do it! We have already made preparations, but from now 
on, we will no longer be by your side, Master, so you must protect yourself,” cried the 
eldest sister Marin. 

They all knew what was going to happen next. 

As the slaves trained by the Feather family were brainwashed since childhood. They 
were more important than ordinary death warriors despite not being one. 

All of them would practice some kind of special technique of the Feather family to make 
themselves into cauldrons so that they could be devoured and absorbed during critical 
moments by the members of the Feather family who awakened their innate skill. 

They were always ready to give their all for their master. 

The members of the Feather family would then use their innate skills to absorb this 
specially cultivated cauldron to get great benefits. Plus, it would also greatly help treat 
their injuries. 

After Azul absorbed the four sisters in his current state, his body could basically recover 
to 80% health. 

It was equivalent to a full resurrection. 

This was pretty mad. 

Reviving fully in a battle was equivalent to having two lives. 

The Feather family developed this skill to its current state after countless years of 
research. 

Cultivating cauldron slaves to be devoured by the family was also the foundation of the 
Feather family. 

In the Feather family, as long as a member awakened their innate skill, they would be 
given more than two cauldron slaves. 

The exact number they could get depended on the degree of their innate skill 
awakening. 



Azul was bestowed with six slaves by the family initially. 

However, two of them had been swallowed up by Azul’s innate skill in a crisis and had 
been sacrificed. So now, there were only four left. 

At this time, Eira and her sisters were also ready to sacrifice themselves. 

After absorbing them, their master would have the chance to escape and survive this 
catastrophe. 
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